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ABSTRACT

Recent clinical studies have demonstrated that audi-
tory cortex electrical stimulation (ACES) has yielded
promising results in the suppression of patients’
tinnitus. However, the large variability in the efficacy
of ACES-induced suppression across individuals has
hindered its development into a reliable therapy. Due
to ethical reasons, many issues cannot be comprehen-
sively addressed in patients. In order to search for
effective stimulation targets and identify optimal
stimulation strategies, we have developed the first rat
model to test for the suppression of behavioral
evidence of tone-induced tinnitus through ACES.
Our behavioral results demonstrated that electrical
stimulation of all channels (frequency bands) in the
auditory cortex significantly suppressed behavioral
evidence of tinnitus and enhanced hearing detection
at the central level. Such suppression of tinnitus and
enhancement of hearing detection were respectively
demonstrated by a reversal of tone exposure compro-
mised gap detection at 10–12, 14–16, and 26–28 kHz
and compromised prepulse inhibition at 10–12 and
26–28 kHz. On the contrary, ACES did not induce
behavioral changes in animals that did not manifest
any behavioral evidence of tinnitus and compromised
hearing detection following the same tone exposure.
The results point out that tinnitus may be more
related to compromised central auditory processing

than hearing loss at the peripheral level. The ACES-
induced suppression of behavioral evidence of tinnitus
may involve restoration of abnormal central auditory
processing.
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INTRODUCTION

Tinnitus, ringing in the ears or head without external
sound presence, is a prevalent problem, with 10–15%
adults experiencing it continuously (Axelsson and
Ringdahl 1989). Tinnitus can impact activities of daily
living by producing anxiety, annoyance, irritability,
disturbed sleep patterns, and depression (Tyler 1993;
McKenna 2000; Dobie 2003). A variety of strategies have
been tried for clinical management of tinnitus, with
variable results. Recent clinical studies have shown some
promising results from stimulation of the auditory
cortex (AC) through transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS), transcranial direct current stimulation, or direct
electrical stimulation (Howard 2004; De Ridder et al.
2004; Langguth et al. 2006; Fenoy et al. 2006; Fregni et
al. 2006; De Ridder et al. 2006; Friedland et al. 2007;
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Ashton et al. 2007; De Ridder et al. 2007a, b). The
transcranial direct current stimulation approach is new
and its related studies are limited. When using TMS, an
electromagnet placed on the scalp generates magnetic
field pulses of 100–300 μs in duration and 1.5–2.0 T in
strength. Depending on the stimulation sites and
parameters, and the types of tinnitus, the efficacy of
suppression differs greatly across individuals, and in
some cases, patients’ tinnitus become worse (De Ridder
et al. 2005; Langguth et al. 2006; Folmer et al. 2006;
Londero et al. 2006). The shortcomings of using TMS
include nonspecific stimulation of a brain area that is
larger than the AC (33–96 cm2; Jalinous 1991) and limited
penetration into the brain tissue (Plewnia et al. 2003).

To obtain more focal stimulation, direct auditory
cortex electrical stimulation (ACES) has been tried
for the clinical treatment of tinnitus (Howard 2004;
Fenoy et al. 2006; De Ridder et al. 2006, 2007a;
Friedland et al. 2007; Seidman et al. 2008). ACES can
be achieved through an epidural electrode array placed
on the AC surface (De Ridder et al. 2006; Friedland et al.
2007). Clinicians of our research group have demon-
strated that direct electrical stimulation of Heschl’s
gyrus with intraparenchymal electrodes suppresses
tinnitus in some patients (Seidman et al. 2008). In
addition, transient tinnitus reduction has been obtained
when applying anodal transcranial direct current to the
temporoparietal area through saline-soaked surface
sponges (Fregni et al. 2006). Compared to TMS, ACES
tends to yield longer suppressive effects. The suppres-
sion from ACES can last up to 10 months (De Ridder et
al. 2004). In addition, ACES tends to yield a higher
degree of suppression of pure tone tinnitus (97%
compared to 77%) but less suppression of white noise
tinnitus (24% compared to 67%; De Ridder et al. 2006).
Although ACES showed promising results for the
suppression of tinnitus, there is a large variability in
the efficacy across patients, and tinnitus can sometimes
become worse following ACES due to electrode inter-
facing with brain tissues. For ethical reasons, extensive
testing to search for effective stimulation strategies
cannot be directly conducted on human subjects. There
is a need to develop an animal model of ACES to
suppress tinnitus. The current study demonstrated that
electrical stimulation of all channels (frequency bands)
in the AC, which is one of our ongoing studies to test
electrical stimulation of different brain regions using
different parameters, induced the suppression of behav-
ioral evidence of tone-induced tinnitus. The eventual
goal of this line of research was to fully develop an
animal model that helps identify optimal stimulation
targets and parameters to suppress behavioral evi-
dence of tinnitus and understand the mechanisms
underlying ACES-induced suppression of tinnitus
and to promote advanced clinical investigations
through neuromodulation.

METHODS

Animal subjects

Animal subjects were Long–Evans rats (n=22, male,
age=60–70 days) purchased from the Charles River
Laboratories. Among them, six animals were not
included in the study due to their poor startle reflex
responses. The remaining 16 animals were tone-
exposed to induce tinnitus and surgically implanted
in the AC. Among 16 animals, four animals were
excluded because electrode arrays fell off. The
remaining 12 animals were tone-exposed to induce
tinnitus. Since tone or noise exposure does not
induce tinnitus in all animals, the absence of tinnitus
in some tone-exposed animals creates a similar
situation to that sham noise exposure animals usually
do not manifest behavioral evidence of tinnitus.
Among 12 animals, nine animals developed tinnitus
and were referred to as tinnitus(+) animals, and
three animals did not develop tinnitus and were
referred to as tinnitus(−) animals. ACES-induced
effects on gap detection results were compared
between tinnitus(+) and tinnitus(−) animals following
the same tone exposure condition. Such a compar-
ison was intended to eliminate or minimize the
influence of tone-induced hearing loss on the testing
results compared to using sham tone exposure
animals which are subject to interference from the
hearing loss factor.

The rationale of using rats is that they demonstrate
a substantial range of complex natural auditory-
evoked behavior and have recently been successfully
used in behavioral testing for tinnitus (Turner et al.
2006; Yang et al. 2007). They are also increasingly
used as models in neuroprosthetics research (Rou-
sche et al. 2003; Otto et al. 2005a; Witte et al. 2007;
Zhang and Zhang 2010). All experimental procedures
in this study were in compliance with the guidelines of
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at
Wayne State University.

Behavioral screening of tinnitus and hearing
detection (before tone exposure)

Each animal was placed in a custom-made condition-
ing restrainer for 4 days (2 h/day). Conditioning
training prior to experimentation was necessary so
that each animal was able to remain comfortable in a
restrainer during experimentation. During testing,
the restrainer along with the animal was placed in a
behavior chamber for gap detection and prepulse
inhibition (PPI) testing while electrical stimulation
was delivered through a connected multi-channel
switching headstage.

A gap detection startle reflex procedure was
performed using a behavioral testing system (Kinder
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Scientific, Poway, CA). In a testing chamber, a piezo-
electric transducer was attached to the floor of the
chamber to measure startle force in Newtons. Peak-to-
baseline startle responses were acquired in real time
using commercially available Startle Monitor software
(Kinder Scientific). Prior to each testing session,
calibration of test stimuli was performed using a
Newton impulse calibrator and a sound pressure level
meter. In the gap detection procedure, each rat was
tested in the chamber with a continuous background
noise. The noise consisted of 2,000-Hz bandpass noise
signals at 6–8, 10–12, 14–16, and 26–28 kHz, and
broadband noise (BBN, 2-30-kHz range) was deliv-
ered at 60 dB SPL. The frequency bands were selected
based on our experience; they were used to serve as
representative frequency bands to cover the possible
frequencies of tinnitus and to efficiently test tinnitus
behaviorally within a short period of time. BBN was
chosen to detect tinnitus of broadband quality. The
noise bursts of 50-ms duration were presented at
115 dB SPL through a second speaker. In normal
hearing rats, the presence of a 40-ms silent period
(gap) before a startle stimulus served as a strong
inhibitory signal to suppress the startle reflex (B and
B′ in Fig. 1). A variety of background sounds with
different frequency components and intensities were

tested in a given session. In rats with tinnitus, when
the background sound was qualitatively similar to
their tinnitus, they failed to hear the silent gap and
their reflex was not inhibited as it should be (C and C′
in Fig 1).

The background conditions consisted of 16 trials in
total, eight startle only and eight trials where the
startle was preceded by a silent gap. The ratio of
responses between the gap and no gap conditions
indicated how well the animal could hear the silent
gap. Similar size responses in both conditions indi-
cated that the rat could not detect the silent gap
effectively. Significantly smaller responses during the
gap trials than during the no-gap trials (startle-only)
reflected that the animal could clearly perceive the
silent gap (B, B′ and D, D′ in Fig. 1). The ratio of gap
detection response over startle-only response was used
to evaluate tinnitus. A typical session consisted of a 2-
min waiting period followed by approximately 80 trials
(five conditions×16 trials each) presented with a
variable inter-trial interval of 17–23 s.

In addition to ABR measurement to determine
animals’ hearing thresholds (see below), their hear-
ing detection at the central level was evaluated by
measuring PPI responses. The procedure for PPI
testing was similar to the gap detection procedure,

FIG. 1. Diagrams (left column) and
screen shots from experiments (right col-
umn) showing: Startle stimulus alone (A)
yielded robust startle-only responses (A′);
startle stimulus preceded by a 40-ms
silent gap (B) suppressed startle responses,
indicating detection of gap (B′); startle
stimulus preceded by a gap that is filled
with tinnitus signals (C) yielded increased
startle response, indicating gap detection
was compromised (C′); decreased/sup-
pressed tinnitus signals by ACES (D)
diminished startle responses, suggesting
restoration of compromised gap detection
(D′). Background noise was narrow band
noise at 60 dB SPL and startle stimulus was
broadband noise at 115 dB SPL. Startle
responses were reflected in Newtons.
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except that no background noise was given. Instead,
the gap was replaced with a 60-dB SPL, 40-ms prepulse
starting at 100 ms before the 115-dB SPL startle
sound. Each prepulse consisted of a 2-kHz bandpass
signal, shaped with a 0.1-ms rise/fall time. The theory
of PPI was that whenever an animal heard a prepulse
sound of a certain frequency, the animal’s startle
reflex was suppressed compared to the startle-only
response. On the contrary, if an animal lost hearing
detection at a certain frequency, the magnitudes of
startle responses with prepulses were not different
from startle-only responses. The rat’s PPI responses
were tested at 6–8, 10–12, 14–16, and 26–28 kHz and
BBN. The PPI testing conditions for each rat were
identical, with duration of 50 min and a total of 80
trials.

Testing ABR thresholds (before tone exposure)

ABR thresholds to clicks and tones were obtained to
evaluate the pre-tone exposure hearing condition.
Briefly, following sound calibration and induction of
anesthesia with a mixture of air (0.4 l/min) and
isoflurane (2–3%, v/v), three subdermal platinum-
coated tungsten electrodes were inserted. The active
electrode was inserted in the vertex, the return
electrode was inserted below the left pinna, and the
ground electrode was inserted into the contralateral
temporal muscle. Clicks and tone bursts of 10-ms
duration at 8, 12, 16, and 28 kHz (0.1-ms rise/fall
time) were delivered to an electrostatic speaker. The
stimuli were delivered from 80 to 5 dB SPL at 5-dB
steps in a descending order. The stimuli were
generated by RX6 Multifunction Processor and Sig-
GenRP software (TDT System 3). Calibration was
achieved using SigCalRP® software. ABR signals were
amplified, band- (300 Hz–3 kHz) and notch-filtered
(60 Hz), and averaged 300 times.

Tone exposure to induce tinnitus

During this procedure, animals were first sedated
with a mixture of air (0.4 l/min) and isoflurane (2–
3%, v/v). The right ear of the rat was then plugged
with a Mack’s® earplug and sealed with mineral oil.
One animal was handled at a time by anesthetizing,
plugging the right ear, and single-suturing the right
pinna. Based on our empirical ABR data from
comparing before and after tone exposure, such
ear plugging and oil sealing generally prevents ABR
threshold shift by 40–50 dB. For each exposure,
four to five animals were placed in a cage. The
dimension of the cage is 44.4 cm (L)×23 cm (W)×
21.5 cm (H). The wall is made of plastic, with wood
shavings as bedding. Exposure was started 15–
30 min after all animals woke up from isoflurane.

The exposure tone was delivered to the animals
through a loud speaker (TW67, Pyramid) that was
placed right above the cage, thus exposing their left
ears. The 10-kHz exposure tone was generated
through TDT hardware (RX6 Multifunction Pro-
cessor) and software (OpenEx Suite), amplified
(PV2600, Peavey Electronics Corporation), and
delivered to the loud speaker. The sound level was
monitored using a sound level meter (Bruel & Kjar,
BZ 7,100). A 10-kHz sound of 120 dB SPL was
delivered to the animal for 3 h. Earplugs were taken
out immediately after tone exposure. Following
tone exposure, animals were returned to the animal
quarter for at least 12 h before behavioral testing
procedures.

It should be mentioned that using a 10-kHz tone to
expose animals was intended to generate data that can
be used to compare with our previous work based on a
10-kHz tone exposure in both hamsters and rats (Zhang
and Kaltenbach 1998; Kaltenbach et al. 2000; Zhang et
al. 2006; Kaltenbach and Zhang 2007). Second, we
intended to test if a pure tone exposure produces
behavioral evidence of pure tone-type tinnitus com-
pared to using narrow band noise by other investigators
(Wang et al. 2009). As shown in the results below, pure
tone exposure at 10 kHz induced tinnitus at more than
one frequency band, i.e., noise-type tinnitus.

In addition, exposing animals while awake was to
conduct experiments in a way patients acquire their
tinnitus from noise exposure while awake. This exper-
imental procedure to expose animals while awake has
previously been conducted by investigators in the field
(Liberman and Gao 1995; Zheng et al. 1997).

Behavioral testing for tinnitus and hearing
detection (after tone exposure)

Behavioral testing was performed to test for tone-
induced tinnitus and track its development on a weekly
basis for a period of about 4 weeks until behavioral
evidence of tinnitus developed. In parallel, the PPI
procedure was performed immediately after the gap
detection procedure to measure and monitor changes
in hearing detection.

Testing ABR thresholds (after tone exposure)

The same ABR procedure was repeated to examine
the post-tone exposure hearing condition. The post-
tone exposure ABR data collection was completed
over a period of 4 months.

Surgical implantation in the AC

Following identification of behavioral evidence of
tinnitus, surgery was performed under aseptic con-
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ditions to implant a chronic stimulating electrode
array in the right AC of each rat. Briefly, an animal
was anesthetized with a mixture of air (0.4 l/min) and
isoflurane (2–3%, v/v). Its head was fixed to a
stereotaxic device (Kopf model 1350). The animal’s
body temperature was maintained at 37°C by a
thermostat-controlled blanket (Harvard Apparatus).
A pair of custom-made hollow earbars was used to
deliver sound. To expose the right AC, a 3×4-mm
craniotomy was performed at 4 mm lateral and 5 mm
posterior to the bregma (Fig. 2). Three small stainless
steel screws were installed around the opening and
the dura mater was subsequently removed. The
auditory core and belt regions were identified by
stereotaxic coordinates, vascular landmarks (the ante-
rior and posterior dorsoventral vessels, see Fig. 2A;
Kelly and Sally 1988; Polley et al. 2007) and physio-
logical response properties to tone and noise bursts
(see below for more details). After taking photo-
graphs to record the surgical view, a 4×4, 16-channel
microwire electrode array (Fig. 2B) was dipped in 3%
Di-I solution (1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylin-
docarbocyanine perchlorate, Invitrogen) prepared
with DMF to label the track of electrode insertions
(Zhang and Zhang 2010). Then, the array was
implanted into the AC and a silver wire for grounding
connected to one of the stainless steel screws. The
array was lowered 0.8–0.9 mm from the AC surface,
which corresponds to layers 4–5. The 16-channel
microwire arrays were provided by Clunbury Scien-
tific. Each array consisted of 16 polyimide insulated
platinum/iridium microwires that were arranged in

four rows with four wires in each row (diameter=
50 μm; electrode spacing=400 μm; row spacing=
400 μm; impedance=20–50 kΩ). The array covered
an area of about 1.2×1.2 mm and was implanted in an
area that contains both auditory core and belt
regions.

During implantation, the AC core and belt regions
were identified. The auditory core can be divided into
the primary auditory cortex (AI), the anterior audi-
tory field, the posterior auditory field, the ventral
auditory field, and the suprarhinal auditory field
(Polley et al. 2007). Most of the neurons in the
auditory core usually respond well to pure tones and
have sharp tuning properties (Fig. 2C) and shorter
latencies. For example, the AI extends about 3.1 mm
along the anteroposterior axis (2.7–5.8 mm poste-
rior to bregma). The AI was defined by its short
latency (8–20 ms) responses and its continuous
tonotopy, with best frequencies increasing from
posterior (G1 kHz) to anterior (940 kHz; Kilgard
and Merzenich 1999; Doron et al. 2002; Kilgard et
al. 2007). The non-tonotopically organized auditory
belt surrounds the auditory core. The belt consists
of the posterodorsal, dorsal, and anterodorsal
regions, ventral belt (ventral to AI), and posterior
belt (posterior to the posterior field; Rutkowski et
al. 2003; Rutkowski and Weinberger 2005; Higgins
et al. 2008). Neurons from the belt region were
typically unresponsive to pure tones and very
broadly tuned, often responding to over three
octaves of frequencies or complex sounds of com-
municative and/or environmental significance. The

FIG. 2. An example showing chronic implan-
tation of a 4×4 microwire electrode array in the
rat AC and electrophysiological responses to
acoustic stimulation. A AC areas before implan-
tation. B Placement of a chronic microwire
electrode array. C Frequency tuning curves
were recorded and used to determine the
frequency representations of the implanted
electrodes in the AC. Responses in channels
such as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and
16 were well or sharply tuned to tones,
suggesting that these neurons are located in
the core area of the AC. Responses in channels
such as 6, 7, 8, and 10 were less sensitive or
broadly tuned to tones, suggesting that these
neurons are probably near or located in the belt
region. Scale bar for activity rate is on CH8.
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present study mainly focused on the general effects
of ACES of all channels predominantly in the core
region.

Frequency tuning curves (FTCs) were obtained
in response to tone sweeps delivered to the left ear
by an electrostatic speaker (Fig. 2C). The tone
bursts were 50 ms in duration, at 500-ms intervals,
with frequencies ranging from 4 to 44 kHz and
intensities in incremental steps of 2 dB. Neural
signals were preamplified and bandpass-filtered
(300–1,000 Hz). The TDT preamplifier had a fixed
gain (255X) with an input range of ±4.5 mV and a
16-bit signal resolution on the AD converters. The
array was mounted on a TDT SH16 switching
headstage and then connected to an auditory
workstation (TDT System 3). The output was fed
into a 40-bit neurophysiology base station (RX5
Pentusa, TDT) that was controlled by an OpenEx
software suite.

After implantation and electrophysiological record-
ings, the microwire array was secured to the skull with
dental acrylate. Each animal was allowed to recover
from the surgery for at least 10 days before further
experimentation.

Behavioral testing for ACES-induced suppression
of tinnitus and restoration of compromised
hearing detection in tinnitus(+) animals

Behavioral testing was first performed to retest the
tone-induced behavioral evidence of tinnitus fol-
lowing surgical implantation. One day after robust
evidence of tinnitus was identified, ACES was
performed immediately. ACES was started 2 min
prior to the initiation of behavioral testing
sequence (i.e., gap plus startle stimulus). The
electrical pulses were single charge-balanced,
biphasic square-wave pulses (duration=1.0 ms) gen-
erated from TDT hardware (RX7 Microstimulator
Base Station) and delivered at 50 μA and 10 pps
through an optically isolated multichannel stimula-
tor (MS16, TDT). The electrical pulses were
delivered continuously at the fixed rate, independ-
ent of either gap or startle stimulus. All the
electrodes in the array were stimulated simultane-
ously and with the same currents. To minimize
current spread, electric current was delivered to
adjacent electrodes in a bipolar stimulation mode.
The suppressive effects of ACES on behavioral
evidence of tinnitus were measured while the AC
was stimulated electrically via the implanted micro-
wire electrode array. Electrical stimulation was
terminated immediately after completion of behav-
ioral testing sequence. Since currently there is no
established protocol in electrical stimulation to
suppress tinnitus, the adopted low stimulation rate

was based on previous reports that low-frequency
rTMS tends to yield better suppression of tinnitus
than high-frequency stimulation (Eichhammer et
al. 2007; Langguth et al. 2008).

In addition, PPI responses were measured to
determine whether ACES restored any compromised
hearing detection at the central level as reflected by a
reversal of compromised PPI responses.

Behavioral testing in tinnitus(−) animals

To verify that ACES-induced suppression of behav-
ioral evidence of tinnitus was specific, we conducted
control studies in three tinnitus(−) animals that did
not develop tinnitus following the same tone expo-
sure as used for tinnitus(+) animals. The rationale of
using tinnitus(−) animals following the same tone
exposure was to avoid or minimize the influence of
tone-induced hearing loss on behavioral results. The
same experimental procedures used for testing
tinnitus(+) animals were conducted on these tinni-
tus(−) animals.

Histological verification of electrode implantation

After completion of all experimental procedures,
each animal was deeply anesthetized with isoflurane
and euthanized. The animal was perfused transcar-
dially with 100 ml saline followed by 300 ml 4%
paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphorate buffer
(pH 7.4). The acrylic head cap and underlying bone
were isolated and removed. The brain was removed
and post-fixed for 4–6 h in the same fixative and
subsequently cryoprotected by immersion in 30%
sucrose in 0.1 M PB (pH 7.4) at 4°C overnight. Brain
sections of 100-μm thickness were cut coronally with a
sliding microtome (Microm HM 400) at −20°C, which
was controlled by a BFS-MP Freezing Stage. The
electrode tracks in the AC were verified under a
Nikon PCM2000 confocal microscope with fluores-
cence capability.

Data analysis

The raw data in startle forces from individual animals
were first averaged and plotted for gap detection, PPI,
and startle-only responses before and after tone
exposure as well as during ACES. To better appreciate
the results and minimize the large variability in startle
responses across individual animals and tests, ratio
values were calculated and averaged from the raw
data as described previously (Turner et al. 2006;
Zhang and Zhang 2010). The ratio values were
generated by dividing gap detection responses or
PPI responses by their corresponding mean startle-
only responses.
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To evaluate tone-induced behavioral evidence of
tinnitus and deficits in hearing detection, gap detec-
tion and PPI responses at frequencies tested were
compared with their corresponding startle-only
responses using paired t tests. A significant decrease
in gap detection responses (presence of robust startle
responses) indicated tinnitus(+), and an insignificant
decrease in gap detection responses (depression of
startle responses) indicated tinnitus(−). Similarly, a
significant decrease in PPI responses (presence of
robust startle responses) would indicate evidence of
compromised hearing detection, and an insignificant
decrease in PPI responses (depression of startle
responses) would indicate no adverse effect on
hearing detection. Data obtained from tinnitus(−)

animals were used to serve as controls to determine that
ACES-induced suppression of tinnitus or restoration of
the compromised hearing detection was specific.

To examine ACES-induced effects, comparisons
were made among gap detection and PPI data that
were acquired before tone exposure to induce
tinnitus (PreExp), after tinnitus development but
before ACES (PreStim), and during ACES (DurStim).
Following ACES, a significant increase in gap detec-
tion responses (depression of startle responses) would
suggest suppression of tinnitus. An insignificant
increase in gap detection responses (presence of
robust startle responses) would suggest no suppres-
sion of tinnitus. Similarly, following ACES, a signifi-
cant increase in PPI responses (depression of startle
responses) would suggest restoration of the hearing
deficits, whereas an insignificant increase in PPI
responses (presence of robust startle responses)
would suggest no effect on the hearing deficits. For
the above multiple comparisons, ANOVA was per-
formed and post hoc Bonferroni method was used to
adjust alpha values. Significant differences were
judged by pG0.05.

To distinguish tone-induced tinnitus from hearing
loss especially at the peripheral level, ABR data were
compared between tinnitus(+) and tinnitus(−) animals
using ANOVA with repeated measures. If tone expo-
sure induced hearing loss in both tinnitus(+) and
tinnitus(−) animals, this would indicate that the tone-
induced tinnitus may not necessarily be due to
hearing loss itself and that ACES-induced suppression
of tinnitus may be due to the direct modulation of
neural correlates of tinnitus.

Finally, in order to verify that ACES-induced effects
were caused by suppression of tinnitus rather than by
the ACES acting directly as a potential startle sup-
pressor itself, we tested the effects of ACES on startle-
only responses. This test was performed by comparing
the amplitudes of startle-only responses from before
ACES (after tone exposure) with those from after
ACES. Significance was examined using paired t test.

RESULTS

Tonotopic representations of AC implants
and histological verifications

Tonotopic representations of the implanted electrode
array in the AC were determined by electrophysio-
logical recordings of FTCs (Fig. 2C). Defining tono-
topic representations in the current study was mainly
to assure that the stimulation electrodes were
implanted into the AC. Identification of tonotopic
representations and core and belt regions are being
used in an ongoing study to investigate the effects of
stimulation of frequency loci and core and belt
regions on ACES-induced tinnitus suppression.

In addition to electrophysiologically defining the
locations of implanted electrodes, histological data
were used to verify the locations of the implanted
electrodes in the AC (data not shown). The histolog-
ical results from all animals except for one showed
that all the electrode arrays were implanted in the AC.
The electrode tips were placed at layers 4–5. The one
animal without good histological results did not show
visible fluorescent dye, probably due to improper
dipping into the Di-I solution. Although unsuccessful
dye labeling occurred in this animal, FTC recording
was successful. Therefore, all of the available informa-
tion confirmed that the currently employed ACES
stimulated the AC.

ACES suppressed tone-induced behavioral
evidence of tinnitus and restored tone-induced
hearing deficits

To quantify behavioral data from tinnitus(+) and
tinnitus(−) animals following tone exposure and
ACES, raw data (in Newtons) for gap detection, PPI,
and startle-only responses in normal, tinnitus, and
ACES conditions were calculated first (data not
shown). To further process the data, ratio values of
gap detection and PPI responses over their corre-
sponding mean startle-only responses were plotted
(Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6).

Our results demonstrated that animals with normal
hearing were able to detect the short silent gaps or
prepulses of different frequencies, and their startle
reflex responses were depressed accordingly. Since
gap detection and PPI startle reflex responses reflect
bilateral integration, either gap signals or prepulses
were detected by the contralateral unexposed right
ears. About 4 weeks following tone exposure, com-
promised gap detection and PPI responses were
identified, indicating that animals developed behav-
ioral evidence of tinnitus and deficits in hearing
detection.

The results also showed that chronic implantation
of electrode arrays in the AC allowed the investigation
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of ACES-induced suppression of tone-induced tinnitus
and restoration of the induced deficits in hearing
detection. During postoperative behavioral testing, we
observed that both gap detection and PPI responses
became significantly weak immediately following the
recovery from surgical implantation. However, the
behavioral evidence of tone-induced tinnitus and
hearing deficits all recovered to the pre-implantation
level within 1–2 weeks. This temporary depression of
gap detection and PPI responses did not affect testing
of ACES-induced effects. That is, ACES testing was
performed 1–2 weeks after surgical implantation
when significant tinnitus reappeared. We did observe
fluctuations in the strength of tinnitus over time,
which is consistent with other labs’ results. However,
ACES data collection only took place when robust

tinnitus was seen. Below are the quantified results of
ACES-induced effects on gap detection, PPI, and
amplitudes of startle-only responses.

(a) ACES suppressed tone-induced behavioral evi-
dence of tinnitus—gap detection data. To test
for behavioral evidence of tone-induced tinnitus
and the effects of ACES on behavioral evidence of
tinnitus, gap detection data acquired PreExp,
PreStim, and DurStim were plotted together
according to the frequencies tested. Compared
to startle-only responses, the results demonstrated
robust suppression of behavioral evidence of
tinnitus at certain frequencies in tinnitus(+)

animals.

FIG. 3. Data showing tone-induced behavioral evidence of tinnitus
and ACES-induced suppression of behavioral evidence of tinnitus.
A–E Robust gap detection (PreStim condition) occurred at 6–8, 10–
12, 14–16, and 26–28 kHz and BBN prior to tone exposure,
indicating no tinnitus development. B–D Comparison among PreExp,
PreStim, and DurStim conditions demonstrated that following tone
exposure, gap detection was significantly attenuated at 10–12, 14–

16, and 26–28 kHz, indicating that tinnitus was developed at these
frequencies. Comparison between PreExp and DurStim conditions
demonstrated that ACES reversed the affected gap detection at these
frequencies back to the normal state (PreExp condition). PreExp
before tone exposure, PreStim after tone exposure but before ACES,
DurStim during ACES to suppress tinnitus. Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean.
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Specifically, as shown in Figure 3A–E, nine animals
manifested robust depression of startle responses at
6–8, 10–12, 14–16, and 26–28 kHz and BBN prior to
tone exposure (pG0.05, paired t tests), indicating that
these animals did not have tinnitus. Following tone
exposure as compared to the PreExp condition, the
gap detection was significantly decreased at 10–12 (F=
7.7, pG0.05), 14–16 (F=16.5, pG0.01), and 26–28 kHz
(F=5.0, pG0.05), respectively (ANOVA and post hoc
Bonferroni test; Fig. 3B–D). This indicates that the
induced behavioral evidence of tinnitus was robust at
multiple frequencies even though the frequency of
the exposure tone was 10 kHz. We did not observe
significant evidence of tinnitus at 6–8 kHz and BBN,
although there was a tendency of tinnitus develop-

ment as suggested by a slight decrease in gap
detection at 6–8 kHz and BBN (Fig. 3A, E).
One day after demonstration of robust behavioral
manifestations of tinnitus, electrical stimulation was
delivered to the AC. As shown in Figure 3B–D, the
decreased gap detection responses at the same
frequencies were significantly reversed by ACES (10–
12 kHz: F=7.7, pG0.05; 14–16 kHz: F=16.5, pG0.01;
26–28 kHz: F=5.0, pG0.05, ANOVA and post hoc
Bonferroni tests). This indicated that the induced
behavioral evidence of tinnitus was significantly sup-
pressed by all-channel ACES. However, we did not
observe significant changes in gap detection at 6–
8 kHz and BBN following ACES, although the slight
tone-induced changes in gap detection were moder-

FIG. 4. Data showing tone-induced PPI deficit and ACES-induced
reversal of the PPI deficit. Robust PPI responses (PreStim condition)
were seen at all frequencies prior to tone exposure, indicating
normal PPI responses (A–E). Comparison among PreExp, PreStim,
and DurStim conditions demonstrated that following tone expo-
sure, PPI was significantly attenuated at 26–28 kHz and BBN. The
data showed a tendency of tone-induced PPI attenuation at 10–
12 kHz, although the statistics did not reach the significance (p=
0.07). In addition, although the statistics reached a significant level
for PPI responses at BBN, the fact that PPI response was robust

compared to startle-only response demonstrated that PPI responses
were not significantly attenuated at BBN, indicating a hearing
detection. Following ACES, the attenuated PPI responses were
significantly reversed at 26–28 kHz and marginally reversed at 10–
12 kHz (p=0.05) (B, D). Comparison between PreExp and DurStim
conditions demonstrated that ACES reversed the affected PPI to the
normal state (PreExp condition) (B, D). PreExp before tone
exposure, PreStim after tone exposure but before ACES, DurStim
during ACES to suppress tinnitus. Error bars represent the standard
error of the mean.
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ately reversed by ACES (Fig. 3A, E). Finally, when
comparing gap detection responses during ACES at
each frequency with those from before tone exposure,
we did not find any significant changes (Fig. 3A–E).
This demonstrated that ACES completely reversed the
compromised gap detection responses to the pre-tone
exposure level. That is, the ACES completely sup-
pressed the induced tinnitus at those frequencies.
(b) ACES restored tone-induced hearing deficits—

PPI data. Similarly, to examine tone-induced
impact on PPI responses and the effects of ACES
on the compromised PPI responses, the PPI data
acquired PreExp, PreStim, and DurStim were
plotted together according to the frequencies
tested. The results demonstrated that tone expo-
sure decreased the hearing detection at certain
frequencies and the decrease was also reversed by
ACES.

Specifically, all nine animals demonstrated significant
PPI-induced reductions of startle-only responses at 6–

8, 10–12, 14–16, 26–28, and BBN (pG0.05, paired t
tests; Fig. 4A–E), suggesting sensitive hearing detec-
tion at these frequencies. Following tone exposure,
the PPI responses at 26–28 kHz (F=9.4, pG0.05) and
BBN (F=5.5, pG0.05) were significantly compromised
(ANOVA and post hoc Bonferroni tests; Fig. 4D, E),
whereas there were no significant changes in PPI
responses at 6–8, 10–12, and 14–16 kHz (Fig. 4A–C).
Although the difference in PPI responses at 10–
12 kHz between PreExp and PreStim was not statisti-
cally significant (p=0.07), the tone exposure tended
to compromise hearing detection. In addition,
although there was a significant change in PPI
responses at BBN between PreExp and PreStim, the
fact that PPI responses were robust at PreStim
indicated that hearing detection was not significantly
compromised. Following ACES, we observed that the
compromised PPI responses at 26–28 kHz were
significantly reversed (F=9.4, pG0.05, ANOVA and
post hoc Bonferroni tests; Fig. 4D). Similarly, the

FIG. 5. Data from tinnitus(−) animals showing that tone exposure
did not induce behavioral evidence of tinnitus (compromised
gap detection) and ACES did not significantly affect the gap
detection responses in tinnitus(−) animals. Note that significant

gap detection responses to 6–8, 10–12, 14–16, and 26–28 kHz and
BBN sounds were found before and after tone exposure as well as
during ACES (A–E). Error bars represent the standard error of the
mean.
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moderately compromised PPI responses at 10–12 kHz
were also significantly reversed (F=3.7, p=0.05,
ANOVA and post hoc Bonferroni tests; Fig. 4B). This
demonstrates that ACES specifically reversed those
affected PPI responses at both 10–12 and 26–28 kHz.
(c) ACES did not change gap detection and PPI

responses in tinnitus(−) animals. Before tone
exposure, the results from tinnitus(−) animals
showed that gap detection responses were signifi-
cantly robust compared to startle-only responses,
indicating no evidence of tinnitus (pG0.05, paired
t tests; Fig. 5A–E). After pooling the data accord-
ing to the frequencies tested, neither significant
decreases in gap detection responses at 6–8, 10–
12, 14–16, and 26–28 kHz and BBN were induced
by tone exposure, nor any significant changes in
gap detection responses at these frequencies were
affected by ACES (ANOVA and post hoc Bonfer-
roni tests; Fig. 5A–E). This demonstrated that
ACES did not have significant effects on gap
detection in tinnitus(−) animals that did not
develop tinnitus. This provided evidence that

the currently used ACES had specific effects on
the suppression of behavioral evidence of tinnitus
in tinnitus(+) animals at certain frequencies.

Similarly, we found that the PPI responses at 6–8, 10–
12, 14–16, and 26–28 kHz and BBN were stable over
the entire period of behavioral testing (Fig. 6A–E),
indicating no significant changes before and after
ACES. This also demonstrated that ACES did not
significantly affect the behavioral manifestations of
startle responses themselves in tinnitus(−) animals.
This indicated that the currently used ACES had
specific effects on the restoration of hearing deficits in
tinnitus(+) animals at certain frequencies.
(d) Effects of ACES on the amplitudes of startle-only

responses in tinnitus(+) animals. Comparison of
the amplitudes of startle-only responses before
and after ACES in tinnitus(+) animals showed that
ACES did not significantly decrease the ampli-
tudes of startle-only responses at 6–8, 10–12, and
14–16 kHz and BBN (Fig. 7). However, ACES had
restoration/enhancement effects on the ampli-
tudes of startle-only responses at frequency

FIG. 6. Data from tinnitus(−) animals showing that both tone exposure and ACES did not affect PPI responses. Note that significant PPI responses
(compared to startle-only responses) were seen before and after tone exposure as well as after ACES (A–E). Error bars represent the standard error
of the mean.
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bands, especially the high-frequency bands (sig-
nificant change at 26–28 kHz; moderate change
at 14–16 kHz; slight change at 10–12 kHz, paired
t test). Interestingly, our tone exposure induced
robust behavioral evidence of tinnitus at these
frequency bands. These results demonstrated
that ACES induced restoration/enhancement of
tone exposure compromised startle-only
responses, pointing out that ACES-induced sup-
pression of behavioral evidence of tinnitus was
caused by the suppression of tinnitus rather than
by the ACES acting directly as a startle suppressor
itself.

ABR thresholds

ABRs were recorded from six tinnitus(+) and three
tinnitus(−) animals. As expected, the ABR data dem-
onstrated that the current tone exposure induced
significant elevation in thresholds in both tinnitus(+)

and tinnitus(−) animals (Fig. 8).
Specifically, as shown in Figure 8A, the ABR data

from tinnitus(+) animals demonstrated that compared
to before tone exposure, the unilateral tone exposure
used for tinnitus induction resulted in a significant
elevation of hearing thresholds in the left ears when
using clicks and tones at 8, 12, 16, and 28 kHz and
BBN (F=3.8, pG0.01). Compared to the left ears, the
tone exposure induced significant elevation in ABR
thresholds (F=2.9, pG0.05). All the unexposed right

ears had normal hearing thresholds when comparing
before and after tone exposure.

Similarly, as shown in Figure 8B, the ABR data from
tinnitus(−) animals also showed that their left ears had
significant elevation in hearing thresholds when using
tones of 8, 12, 16, and 28 kHz (F=5.4, pG0.05). There
was no significant elevation in ABR thresholds when
using clicks. This seemed to coincide with the
relatively less effects on ABR thresholds at a lower
frequency such as 8 kHz (Fig. 8B). This may be due to
a recovery in the apical region of the cochlea in those
tinnitus(−) animals. Their unexposed right ears did
not manifest any significant elevation in hearing
thresholds.

FIG. 7. Data from tinnitus(+) animals showing that ACES did not
decrease the amplitudes of startle-only responses (background
sounds without silent gaps) at lower frequency bands (6–8 and 10–
12 kHz) and BBN. Instead, ACES tended to restore/enhance tone
exposure-attenuated amplitudes of startle-only responses, especially
for high-frequency bands at which gap detection was compromised
and behavioral evidence of tinnitus was robust (compare gray and
black bars). The restoration of the amplitudes of startle-only
responses was significant at 26–28 kHz and marginal at 14–16 kHz.

FIG. 8. Click- and tone-evoked ABR thresholds collected before and
4 months after tone exposure. The data showed that no significant
difference in tone-induced ABR threshold shifts in the left ears (LEs) was
found between tinnitus(+) and tinnitus(−) animals. A ABR data from
tinnitus(+) animals showing that tone exposure induced significant
hearing loss in the LE compared to pre-exposure data from the LE
and compared to post-exposure data from the right ear (RE). B
Similar ABR data from tinnitus(−) animals showing that tone
exposure induced significant hearing loss in the LE compared to
pre-exposure data from the LE. One difference was that the hearing
thresholds in tinnitus(−) animals were not significantly affected
using clicks and less affected at 8 kHz compared to those in
tinnitus(+) animals. In both tinnitus(+) and tinnitus(−) animals, their
intact right ears maintained relatively normal hearing. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean.
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When comparing the ABR data from the left ears
between tinnitus(+) and tinnitus(−) animals, the results
showed that there was no statistically significant
difference in ABR threshold shifts in the left ears,
although the tone-induced impact on left ears tended
to be higher in tinnitus(+) than in tinnitus(−) animals
(Fig. 8A, B). The non-significant difference in ABR
threshold shifts in the exposed left ears between
tinnitus(+) and tinnitus(−) animals suggested that the
impact of acoustic lesion on hearing threshold in both
groups of animals may have been canceled out and
that the tone-induced behavioral evidence of tinnitus
as well as the ACES-induced suppression of tinnitus
may represent the net effects on tinnitus.

DISCUSSION

Summary of results

To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate
that ACES suppresses behavioral evidence of tinnitus in
a rat model. First, the induced suppression of tinnitus is
due to the activation of the AC. This was supported by
the electrophysiological data showing that FTCs were
recorded from the implanted electrodes in the AC
(Fig. 2) and by the histological data confirming that the
electrode arrays were implanted into the AC.

Second, ACES did not decrease the amplitudes of
startle-only responses at 6–8, 10–12, and 14–16 kHz
and BBN (Fig. 7), but tended to restore/enhance
those at tone exposure-affected frequency bands that
were associated with tinnitus. Additional evidence
from our preliminary report presented at the 2010
ARO meeting (abstract no. 434) demonstrated that
ACES-induced suppression of behavioral evidence of
tinnitus lasted up to 48 h following the cessation of
ACES. All the information lends support to our
hypothesis that ACES specifically suppresses behavio-
ral evidence of tinnitus rather than the ACES acting
directly as a startle suppressor itself.

Third, ACES specifically suppressed tinnitus in
tinnitus(+) animals that also developed hearing loss
in the left ears following unilateral tone exposure.
This is in line with the literature that tinnitus is often
accompanied by hearing loss (Komiya and Eggermont
2000; Ratnayake et al. 2009; Martines et al. 2010;
Moore et al. 2010). However, the tone-induced
tinnitus may still be separated from hearing loss since
there is no significant difference in tone-induced ABR
threshold shift in the left ears between tinnitus(+) and
tinnitus(−) animals (Fig. 8A, B), indicating that tone
exposure causes hearing loss but not necessarily
tinnitus in certain animals. On the other hand, the
fact that ACES did not affect the behavioral data
obtained from tinnitus(−) animals indicates that the
ACES-induced suppression of behavioral evidence of

tinnitus in tinnitus(+) animals is not necessarily due to
any influence of hearing loss. That is, the currently
induced tinnitus may be separated from the induced
hearing loss, and the hearing loss may not necessarily
affect the tone-induced tinnitus and ACES-induced
suppression of tinnitus.

Complete separation of tinnitus from hearing loss
might possibly be attained with different exposure
conditions. It has recently been reported that a 17-
kHz center octave-band noise at 116 dB SPL for 1 h
immediately induced significant ABR threshold shift
in rats, but tinnitus did not appear until 16 weeks after
noise exposure, which was accompanied with a
recovery of hearing threshold (Wang et al. 2009). In
the current study, tinnitus did not appear until after
about 4 weeks following exposure to a 10-kHz tone at
120 dB SPL for 3 h. The induced tinnitus persisted
throughout the remaining testing period. However,
the induced ABR threshold shift did not recover over
a period of 4 months. Apparently, there is a need to
develop a better set of sound exposure parameters
with proper duration and intensity so that tinnitus
develops more quickly and ABR threshold shift
recovers sooner.

Fourth, we observed that there was a temporary
depression for both gap detection and PPI responses
immediately following the recovery from surgical
implantation. The behavioral evidence of both tone-
induced tinnitus and hearing deficits fully recovered
to the pre-implantation level, which did not affect
testing of ACES-induced effects. Such temporary
depression of gap detection and PPI responses is
probably related to surgical implantation. However,
the underlying mechanisms as to how implantation of
electrode arrays influences the brain functions are
unclear and deserve further investigation.

Finally, although a 10-kHz tone was used to
produce damage, the induced hearing loss and
tinnitus occurred at multiple frequencies. This is
consistent with the occurrence of direct synaptic and
trans-synaptic degenerations at multiple levels of the
auditory system, triggering reorganization of tono-
topic maps (Bilak et al. 1997; Morest et al. 1998; Syka
2002; Shore et al. 2008; Leake et al. 2008). The
induced plastic changes along the auditory pathways
may diverge to impact a broad tonotopic region. The
fact that the currently used ACES may have signifi-
cantly suppressed tinnitus at multiple frequencies
indicates that all-channel ACES may be appropriate
for treating tinnitus with multiple frequencies.

ACES relieves tinnitus through improving central
auditory processing

We found that abnormal gap detection at 10–12, 14–
16, and 26–28 kHz and abnormal PPI responses at
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10–12 and 26–28 kHz occurred in tinnitus(+) animals
even though the right ears had normal ABR thresh-
olds. The compromised gap detection and PPI
responses resulting from the acoustic lesion in the
left ear might have occurred at the central level
through binaural integration. Such compromised gap
detection and PPI responses represent certain types of
central auditory processing disorders that may have
contributed to the measured behavioral evidence of
tinnitus. If the compromised gap detection and PPI
responses represent abnormal central auditory pro-
cessing and plasticity underlying tinnitus, we hypothe-
size that the ACES-induced suppression of tinnitus
may be achieved by enhancing detection of silent gaps
and prepulses and hearing sensitivity at the central
level, thus modulating brain plasticity. Alternatively,
the ACES-induced suppression of tinnitus may result
from signal augmentation or enhanced hearing
sensitivity that might serve to mask tinnitus signals.
This is in line with a notion that unmasking may cause
tinnitus by unmasking of dormant synapses, diminish-
ing of (surround) inhibition, lateral spread of neural
activity, and development of hyperexcitability regions
in the central nervous system (Bartels et al. 2007).
The current data suggest that tinnitus could be
managed by improving hearing thresholds or hearing
sensitivity, at least at the central level.

The abnormal gap detection and PPI responses in
tinnitus(+) animals and ACES-induced improvement
may represent plastic changes in central processing
(Ison et al. 2002; Turner et al. 2006; Sun et al. 2009)
and their neuromodulation, respectively. For exam-
ple, there is evidence that PPI reflects fast, early-stage
gating processing that can be modulated by higher
order cognitive processes in both humans and rats
(Bjornsson et al. 2006). Gap detection or PPI involves
a complex neural network extending from multiple
brainstem nuclei including the inferior colliculus (IC;
Walton et al. 1997), superior colliculus, and peduncu-
lopontine tegmental nucleus to higher order cortical
areas (Campbell et al. 2007). It can be modulated by
both attention and emotion. Several lines of evidence
suggest that this early-stage gating is modulated by
higher order cognitive processes (Braff et al. 2001;
Swerdlow et al. 2001; Sobin et al. 2005; Bjornsson et al.
2006). A prepulse presented at short lead intervals
reduces the perceived loudness of the probe stimulus,
suggesting prepulse-mediated inhibition of auditory
cortex processing (Perlstein et al. 1993). For instance,
previous studies have reported prepulse-mediated
gating of sensory thalamic input into the primary
auditory projection area of the avian telencephalon
(Schall et al. 1999). Bilateral AC lesions eliminate gap
detection (Bowen et al. 2003) and unilateral AC
lesions result in a significant decrease in the PPI
(Clarkson et al. 2009), indicating the involvement of

the AC. In addition, the circuitry mediating PPI
receives direct axonal projections from forebrain
structures such as the AC (Herbert et al. 1991),
hippocampus and amygdala (Miller et al. 2010), and
lateral globus pallidus (Takahashi et al. 2007), respec-
tively. Furthermore, although no clear explanation as
to why PPI responses at 10–12 and 26–28 kHz were
compromised in tinnitus(+) animals, it is tempting to
speculate that stronger effects from harmonic sounds
related to the frequency (10 kHz) of the exposure
tone may have occurred. The ABR thresholds during
ACES were not known since the current design did
not allow us to collect ABR data while performing
ACES. The hearing sensitivity was only derived from
PPI measures.

Taken together, gap detection and PPI responses
may measure auditory processing and the related
plasticity at both brainstem and cortical levels, which
may be modulated by activating corticofugal projec-
tions. The fact that ACES restores both gap detection
and PPI responses in tinnitus(+) animals demonstrates
that improving central auditory processing may help
relieve tinnitus. That is, the mechanisms underlying
tinnitus management may include direct modulation of
neural correlates of tinnitus, possibly through ACES-
induced neuromodulation or masking mechanisms
resulting from improved central auditory processing.

ACES suppresses tinnitus through top-down
neuromodulation

ACES may take a top-down approach to modulate
neural correlates of tone-induced tinnitus through
corticofugal pathways. The fact that gap detection and
PPI involves complex neural network extending from
multiple brainstem nuclei to higher order cortical
areas (Campbell et al. 2007) and that startle-only
responses involve cochlear nucleus, lateral lemniscus,
and pontine reticular nucleus (Davis et al. 1982; Lee
et al. 1996) points out that ACES-induced suppression
of tinnitus (improved gap detection) (Fig. 3) and
restoration/enhancement of the amplitudes of startle-
only responses in tinnitus(+) animals (Fig. 7) may have
different underlying neural mechanisms. Based on
available knowledge (see discussions below), it is
tempting to speculate that ACES-induced effects on
gap detection and PPI responses may involve neuro-
modulation more at cortical than at brainstem levels,
whereas ACES-induced effects on the amplitudes of
startle-only responses may involve neuromodulation
more at brainstem than cortical levels. However, these
hypotheses need to be validated by further studies.

In addition, although electrophysiological data
were not recorded from the same animals to correlate
with behavioral data of tinnitus and its ACES modu-
lation, recent results from our lab and others support
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the possibility that neuromodulation may have con-
tributed to the ACES-induced suppression of tinnitus.
For example, stimulation of the AC suppresses
tinnitus in patients by reducing hyperexcitability in
the AC (Londero et al. 2006; De Ridder et al. 2006),
increasing intracortical inhibition (Langguth et al.
2007) and modulating the tonotopic map in the AC
(Muhlnickel et al. 1998). Along the same line, our
recent investigations showed that ACES can modulate
spontaneous activity by inducing onset suppression,
residual inhibition, and excitation in the dorsal
cochlear nucleus (DCN) and IC (Zhang et al. 2008,
2010). The above neuromodulation is also based on
other related reports that cortical stimulation can
change the functional organization of the cortex
(Schreiner and Cynader 1984; Maldonado and
Gerstein 1996; Chowdhury and Suga 2000; Talwar
and Gerstein 2001; Otto et al. 2005b) and produce
widespread changes in regional synaptic activity
within cortical and subcortical structures (Baumer
et al. 2003; Li et al. 2004).

Finally, our recent studies showed that ACES
induced a higher degree of suppression of neural
activity in noise-exposed animals compared to con-
trols (Zhang et al. 2008, 2010). The results are
consistent with published information that somato-
sensory stimulation induces more inhibition in the
DCN of noise-exposed animals than controls (Shore
et al. 2008). This suggests that suppression of tinnitus
results from rebalancing excitatory and inhibitory
processes. The ACES-induced suppressive effects on
spontaneous activity along the auditory axis may be
one of the underlying mechanisms of ACES-induced
suppression of tinnitus. Furthermore, we have
recently found that ACES not only modulates neural
activity within individual auditory brain structures but
also adjusts neural information flow across auditory
brain structures (Zhang et al. 2010). A further study is
underway to validate the findings in tinnitus(+)

animals using multi-structure and multi-channel
recordings and coherence analysis.

Significance and future prospects

The present study demonstrated that ACES yielded
robust suppression of behavioral evidence of tone-
induced tinnitus, which is in line with recent clinical
reports (Howard 2004; Fenoy et al. 2006; De Ridder et
al. 2006; Friedland et al. 2007; Seidman et al. 2008).
Although knowledge obtained from animal studies
may not be directly applied to clinical practice,
information from animal studies may be extrapolated
to promote advanced clinical investigations. Further
animal studies are needed to investigate the lasting
effects of ACES-induced suppression of tinnitus fol-
lowing the cessation of ACES as well as stimulation of

different brain regions (core versus belt regions, low-
versus high-frequency regions, ipsilateral versus con-
tralateral hemispheres) using different stimulation
parameters. Establishment of this animal model will
allow in-depth investigations of the mechanisms
underlying ACES-induced suppression of tinnitus,
determination of the involved neural pathways, and
targeted modulation of tinnitus neural correlates
through ACES, as well as the development of non-
invasive but high-stimulation-efficiency tinnitus pros-
thetic devices.
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